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The invention‘ relates to- razors of'the so-called; 
safety type in which there is vprovided a blade» 
clamped and‘?exed between coacting members. 

It is well known- that in razors of 1 this, type 1 
there is-provided a body member and a capbe 
tween which the‘ blade is interposed, the cap 
being commonly provided centrally with; a 
threaded stud» extending through a hole ' in: the‘, 
body and received within a threadedsocketin a' 
handle. Furthermore the cap is customarilypro 
vided either with- studs or longitudinally extend 
ing-ribs'p'assing; through holesor slots-in the 
lade and body-for the purpose of'centering or“ 

positioning the blade properly so that-,the/cut 
ting edges thereof will be at the proper location 
with respect to the guards formedonthe edges 
of the body to insure the proper cutting action; 
An objection to the presenttype of ‘blade, whichv 
is initially, flat throughout until ?exed,“ is that’ 
it is di?cult to pick up when laid upon the‘ ?at 
smooth top of a washstand, table or thelike; 
Moreover as such an ordinary" blade will contact 
throughout-its area with the ?atsurface upon 
which it may be placed‘it will not dry off after; 
washing as water will be con?ned betweenit and ' 
the supporting surface and the result is" that the 
lade will rust. 
It is with the above and other facts in view 

that I have-devised the present invention’ which 
has for its general object the provision of a novel 
blade and holder therefor, ‘the, combination de 
?ning a razor having improved characteristics. 
An, important object of the invention is to‘ 

provide a holder and blade having coacting means _. 
for centering or properly positioning the blade , 
without reliance upon the usual studs provided 
for thepurpose, the centering means beingen 
tirely independent or irrespective of, such, studs 
if they be present asthey are in some but not 
all types of razors. . 

Another object of the invention is toprovide 
a holder in which the ordinary blade cannot be 
employed, thereby making it necessary for'the 
user to purchase the special blades which-form » 
part of the combination and, conversely, to pro 
vide a blade which cannot be used with the ordi 
nary holders on the market but which. requires -> 
one of special construction. 
A very important object of the invention is to, 

provide a blade having means thereonwhich will 
positively prevent itfrom lying ?at upon a wash» 
stand or otherdsurface, therebyinsuring drying ‘: 

.. of the ‘studs which‘ projectlfromithe-cap insome-L' after ‘washing and’ avoiding the rustingnwhichi 
would otherwise invariably, occur‘unless theblade »1 
be made oft-some rust-proof- material; 

(01.1. 35-5-12‘) ‘ 

Still ‘another object- of ‘the inventioneisrto pro-i 
vide~a-razorrblade in~~=whiclr=the means for pre 
venting~'>=it* from~lying??atrwill also" serve A as‘ ' a‘ 

?nger“ grip enabling-it to (be readily ' picked up 
and zmanipula-ted‘without l‘ danger " of * cutting“ the > " 

?ngers’ or ‘- inj-ury~-to~cutting= edges: 
A more speci?c ‘object of ‘theinvention' is to" 

provide ~>the combination of» ai-blade-with» projecte 
ing~_>p0rti0ns thereon-I for- the-purpose» set forth’; 
and a- holderIha-ving- means cooperatingawithe 
said- projections~ to eifect=- proper positioning" of’ 
the blade between: the partsr-of-‘theholder. 

A‘ furthenobject is to:'provide-- a= blade-and‘ 
holder-Jcombination-in‘which (the-latter may em- - 
body aiper-manentliy pivotally I or ?exibly-connect 
ed‘ 2 cap and, ‘body'i or- a. bodily‘ detachable -=cap, it I 
being possible. in: the ?rst instance-“to havethe 
blade carried ¢by~ and movable~~with the cap or‘v 
placed initially upon‘ the = body' itself; whichever 
is ‘ preferred, the latter-"method being resorted to ~ 
in the case ‘of the» second: mentioned’ type'ofv 
holder. 

An. additionalilobject is~~to- providea construce 
tion and arrangement of this character whichwill ‘ 
be-simple and-inexpensive- to~'make,- easy to» use, 
positive -- inaction? e?icient- and/durable lin- service;v 
and a general» improvement inethelart. 

To» the attainment or the-foregoing and other 
object-sand Padvantages-,-the invention preferably 
consists in'the details-of construction and the ar 
rangement and combination of- parts tobe ‘here 
inafter ». more fully describedv andw‘claimed, and ' 
illustrated in) the- accompanying drawing in" 
which: I 

Figure 1 is an >' end elevation of - a'holder- of the ~ 
hinged cap type showing it constructed ‘for ‘use- 
with my > novel -1bla'de,-- I ' 

Figure 2 is aplan view of the blade-alone show 
ing the ‘preferred- forms thereof," 

Figure 3 is an- end'viewof theblade; 
Figure 4 is a ' side- elevation thereof, * 
Figureb'is a. planvie'w of-‘aablade embodying'a ' 

slightimodi?cation, _ 

Figure 6 is an :end View thereof; 
Figure '7 I is a side eorredge =view. '~ 
In'carrying- outethe'preferred form‘ of the in-V 

vention,~-I provide - a- blade 10 having ‘longitudinal 
cutting edges 11‘ andacentralhole 12 for the pas 
sage of thevscrewveor-threaded- post which is or 
din'arily carried-by»~the=cap=of theholder. The 
blade -is also shown as» formed. with other ‘holes ~ 
13 which are for the» accommodation or passage -\ 
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hole 12 will operate to reduce the stiffness of the 
central portion of the blade so that it may flex 
more readily. In Figure 2 the ends of the blade 
are shown as curved but it will be understood 
that this is merely a matter of design and not 
any material feature. 
The outstanding characteristic of the blade 

shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 is the provision at 
both ends thereof of means which will prevent 
it from lying flat upon any surface and which 
will also serve as a ?nger grip to facilitate han 
dling. This means comprises lugs 14 arranged 
in pairs and projecting from the blade, the lugs , 
at one end projecting from one side and those at 
the other end projecting from the opposite side. 
These lugs may be very simply formed by slit 
ting the ends of the blade along inclined or di~ 
agonal lines 15 and then bending or. striking out 
the material between these lines and other lines 
16 which extend longitudinally of the blade be‘ 
tween the inner ends of the slits 15 and the ends 
ofv the blade. The lugs 14 are consequently tri 
angular in shape. Single lugs could be used. 
As a modi?cation, I may provide the blade 17 

shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, this modi?ed blade 
having longitudinal cutting edges 18, a central 
hole 19, and other holes 20 at opposite sides of 
the central hole. This form of blade differs from 
the form above described in that the pairs of lugs 
21 which project from the blade are differently 
de?ned. These lugs may be formed simply by 
slitting the end portions of the blade at the lon 
gitudinal center line, making transverse cuts 22 
and then striking out the material. The lugs 21 
of course extend longitudinally and are in spaced 
parallel relation with one pair projecting from 
one side of the blade and the other pair project 
ing from the opposite side. The difference be 
tween this arrangement and the one ?rst de 
scribed is that in the second form there is no 
metal between the lugs and they are of rectangu 
lar shape. However, both forms will operate or 
will be capable of use in identically the same 
manner. - 

Clearly, a blade constructed in either of the two 
alternative ways disclosed thus far could not be 
used with an ordinary holder as it is obviously 
necessary to modify the latter in order to accom 
modate the lugs 14 or 21. It is one of the objects 
of the invention to provide a razor or holder and 
blade combination in which the holder may be 
formed as disclosed in my co~pending applica 
tion for patent for Safety razors, ?led March 25, 
1931, Serial No. 525,274. While said application 
will naturally speak for itself, it might be Well for 
the sake of clearness to mention at this point that 
the razor disclosed therein, or at least one form 7 
thereof, embodies a body with a cap connected 
thereto by means of spring pressed arms. In 
order that the present application may stand en 
tirely upon its own feet I have, in Figure 1, illus 
trated a holder constructed as in said copending 
application. Referring to this ?gure the nu 
meral 23 designates the body or guard to each 
end of which is pivoted, at 24, a link 25 to which 
is pivoted at 26 the cap 27 which is provided cen 
trally with a threaded post or screw 28 adapted 
to pass through a hole in the body or guard and 
to be received within a threaded socket in the 
handle 29 which is swivelly connected with the 
underside of the body or guard. The arms 25 are 
pressed upwardly by leaf springs 30, which are 
anchored at one end to the body and at the other 
end to the arms, the purpose being to maintain 
the arms and consequently the cap in elevated po 

1,947,633 
sition or in spaced relation to the body when the 
handle 29 is rotated to effect disengagement of 
the threaded post or screw 28. The purpose of 
maintaining this spaced relation to the cap is to 
permit it to be swung back or into open position 
without danger of the edge of the blade engaging 
against the body, it being a feature that the blade 
will remain in position against the cap owing to 
its engagement with the threads in the post. 
In order that the blade shownin Figure 2 or 

Figure 5 may be employed in a holder of this type, 
I form the arms 25 and cap 27 with notches 31 
and‘32, respectively, which will receive the lugs 
14 or 21 and which will therefore operate to cen 
teror position the blade properly with respect to 
the body 23 and cap 27. Of course the hole 12 or 
19 will accommodate the threaded post 28. The 
usual centering posts are not provided in a holder 
constructed as shown in Figure l and the holes 13 
therefore are idle though of course they exercise 
their function of rendering the intermediate por 
tion of the blade more flexible. As the lugs 14 
or 21, as the case may be, are preferably of 
greater length than the thickness of the arms 25 
the end portions of the body or guard 23 are dis~ 
closed as similarly notched as at 33, the notches 
31 and 33 registering when the arms 25 and cap 
27 are drawn down into clamping position with 
the blade interposed between the cap and the 
arms and body. It might be mentioned that if 
the arms 25 are relatively wide or thick and 
the lugs 14 or 21 comparatively short it'will not 
be necessary to provide the notches 33 as they 
may be provided only in the arms 25. It will be 
observed that While each arm and each end of 
the cap is shown as provided with a relatively 
long or wide notch it is just as feasible to provide 
two separate notches for the reception of the in 
dividual lugs 14 or 21, if such be preferred for 
any reason. 
In the use of my blade in connection with the 

type of holder shown in Figure 1 it will be ap 
parent that it is optional with the user whether 
he engages the blade upon the threaded post 28 
When the cap is in released and open position as ~ 
shown or lays it in position upon the body and 
arms. In fact the second mentioned procedure 
is preferable as there will then be no possibility 
of accidental slipping or derangement of the parts 
though if the lugs 14 or 21 be long enough they 
will engage within the notch 32 at one end or the 
other of the cap. The blade having been placed 
in position at either location preferred, the cap 
27 is swung down so that the post 28 will be in 
alinement with the socket in the handle 29. 
Slight pressure is then applied to the cap while 
the handle is rotated to draw the threaded post 
into the threaded socket and the cap is thus 
brought into clamping relation to the blade. The 
lugs 14 or 21 at one end of the blade will be ac- , 
commodated within the notch 32 in one end of 
the cap while the lugs at the other end of the 
blade will be received within the notch 31 in one 
arm and in the notch 33 in the corresponding end 
of the body, if the notch 33 is found to be neces- - 
sary. Clearly the blade cannot shift in any po 
sition owing to the cooperative relation between 
the lugs and notches. . 
In view of the fact that the blade is ?exible and 

is bowed into concavo-convex form when it is ;; 31,; 
clamped between the parts of the holder, it is to 
be readily seen that the lugs 14 or 21, as the case 
may be, will be caused to diverge at the convex 
side of the blade and to converge at the concave 
side. This is a great advantage inasmuch as 
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1. prevent displacement of the blade 

1', 93716.33 i 
when the pairs of lugs are engaged within the 
recesses provided for their-reception in the holder 
parts the lugs on the convex side‘havin'g' a tend-I 
ency to diverge will engage frictionally against’ 
the Walls of the recess within which they are ac-* 

' commodated. > If spaced recesses were to be'i'pro 
vided'for the reception of the lugs those at the 
concave side would grip against the walls of the 
recesses.’ Naturally this greatly increases the 
holding action and still more positively ii-nsures 

~ proper positioning. ~ 

‘My novel blade is not limited to use in connec 

the blade ‘and eachlpair projecting from an oppo 
:1 i ‘win ._ '. .1“ \e:.. .. .‘.- s \ l g, 

45. In combination, a razor structure compris 
ing: a holder embodying mfovably‘connected'parts‘ 
and guiderheans'thereori‘and a flexibleiriiitiallyf 

' ?air‘ blade interposed" between‘ said ‘parts? and}, 

tion with a holder such as that shown in ‘I 
co-pending application and in Figure 19 of' the‘v 
drawing as it is capable of employment in asso-‘ 
ciationlwith a holder of a common or conven 
tional pattern though necessarily modi?ed -to-a 
certain extent which will be explained.’ Further- ' 
more'the' precise lug arrangement or formation 
shown in Figures 2 and 5 is not the only'plan 

conceivable variations. ’ 

From the foregoing description and a studyof 
the'drawing it will be apparent that I have thus 
provided a very simple arrangement and con 
struction and combination of holder and blade 
which will adequately perform all the functions 
for which it is intended. It is believed that from 
the foregoing the construction, operation and 
advantages will be readily apparent to one skilled 
in the art without further explanation. 
While I' have shown‘and described the pre 

ferred embodiments of the invention, it-should'be 
understood that the disclosure is merely an 

other ‘ 

exempli?'cation'of the principles involved asthe 
right‘is reserved to make all such changes in the 
details of construction as will ‘widen the ‘?eld of; 
utility and increase the adaptability of the device 1 
providedv such changes constitute no departure 
from thelspirit or" the invention or the scope'oi‘f 

, the'claims hereuntoappended. ‘ a 

Having thus described the invention, I claim: 
1.‘ In combination, a razorstructure comprising 

a holder embodying relatively movable parts, and 
a normally ?at ?exible blade interposed between 

adepteitb be"?ei<,éd‘therebri' the: ‘carts ' of, the?‘ 
holder" being formed'fwitn recesses‘ and the blade: 
having’, openingsf'receiving said guide " ‘means ' for 
preliminarily 'pos'itioning'the _ blade and, pairsv of 
projections ‘extending longitudinally of ‘the 'blade" 
fitting with _ saidfre'cesses" to effect ‘?nal posii‘ 
tioning with respectto‘the‘holder'and to prevent‘ 
displa' “entjbftheblade 111* any direction?the‘i 
projections‘ being formedfas lugs'struckjout’_fro'nif~ 
thejniat‘enar’nrj the‘ blade,‘ the‘projections' being" 
located at the ends and‘ projecting laterallyfrorn“ 
opposite sides of ‘the blade at therespective‘ ends" 
thereoff " I 

‘5. In ‘combination, a razor struci_;ure_compris-v 
ing a holdereinbodying'movably connected pans; 
and a'?e'xible blade interposed betwee‘ris'aid parts,‘ 
the ‘parts jof1the holder being‘ provided withgu'idé; 
studs and formed c with; feces-sesame , the ‘ bladev 
having openings receiving the'studs'for ‘enacting 
preliminary positioning and ‘ being; providedf'withj 
pairs of‘ ‘?exible proj ectionsy ?tting _ within i said‘, 
recesses to- effect positioning‘withrespjectjto the 
holder irrespective 'ofthe'studs and openin‘gsiand; 
to prevent displacement ‘of th‘e‘blade in, any‘direc7“ 
tion, the projections extendingv from the'foppo‘ ‘ 
sides of the blade tofprev'entithe same from,‘ I , 

?at upon a supporting surface and‘therebyrna tain the blade edges‘ outv of‘con‘tact' with such“, 
surface. , V " ' ' 

6-. In combination, a ‘razor. structure‘ compris 
ing a holder embodying’niovablyconnectedparts 
and a'?exible blade interposed‘betweerisaid’parts,"‘ 

’ the parts of ' the‘ holder “cooperating “ to T?exwthe'j 

and adapted to be ?exed by said parts, the parts’ 
of-the' h‘older- being formed in their ends with 5 
recesses and‘the blade having pairs of integral 
projections ?tting within said recesses to effect? 
positioning with respect to the holder and to 

direction. 
2.'In combination, a razor structure compris- " 

in any 

ing a holder embodying relatively movable parts‘ 
and a ?exible blade interposed between said parts,“ 

. and ?exed thereby when in operative position for 
shaving the parts of the holder being formed at 
their ends in their confronting faces with recesses 
and the blade having pairs of ?exible projections 
at its ends ?tting within said recesses to effect 

-_ positioning with respect to the holder and to 
prevent displacement of the blade in any direc 
tion, the projections having their edges abutting 
against the walls of the recesses. 

3. In combination, a razor structure compris 
_ ing a holder embodying relatively movable parts 
and a blade adapted to be interposed between 
Said parts and to be ?exed thereby, the parts of 
the holder being formed at their ends, between 
the corners, with recesses and the blade having 

* pairs of integral ?exible projections ?tting within 
said recesses to effect positioning with'respect to 
the holder and to constitute sole means for pre 
venting displacement of the blade in any direc 
tion, the projections being located at the ends of 

blade and being formedljwitlrrecess'es 

pairs'of projections atitsfends'?iliingfwithin said‘ 
recesses‘to effect positioningwit'h respe‘ct'to the 
holde‘r‘and to preventfdisplacement of the blade‘ 
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' mwai‘dlycfrom themes and theblade having" ' 

many direction,‘ the pairs of’pro'jections ‘exitendiv 12g 
ing fromf the opposite ‘sides oi'the blade were: 
vent the same from; lying l?at ‘ upon I a supporting 
surface andiurther serving'as ?nger "grips to 
fac' itate picking up the‘blade from ‘a supporting‘ 

L‘ \'_ ;‘_ ; ‘ , _ I , f > .--.v\.1 - - -' 

7,‘,In combination with a holder formed of 
morebly. connected pensrfqrmedi at bheiriends‘. 
with‘ recesses‘, ajbl'ade'ad‘apted ‘to be ?exedby" 
said l-partsjprovidednt litsfen'ds with lugsf’?tting’ _' 
within said recesses 

with respect to the holder, ‘the lugs at“ eaeh ens % 
being arranged in‘ pairs'proje'cting' in"the same" 
direction and the pairs at the respective ends 
projecting from opposite sides of the blade, the 
pair at the convex side of the ?exed blade spread- 135 
ing apart to grip the side walls of the recess. 

8. In combination with a holder formed of 
movably connected parts formed at their ends 
with recesses, a ?exible blade adapted to be 
?exed by said parts provided at its ends with 14‘? 
lugs ?tting within said recesses for positioning 
the blade with respect to the holder, the lugs at 
each end being arranged in pairs projecting in 
the same direction and the pairs at the respective 
ends projecting from opposite sides of the blade, 
each pair of projections serving to prevent the 
blade from lying ?at and also constituting ?nger 
grips for facilitating handling, the pairs at the 
convex and concave sides of the ?exed blade mov- 150 W 

125. 
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ing outwardly and inwardly respectively when 
the blade is ?exed. 

9. In ‘combination with a holder formed of 
movably connected parts formed at their ends 
with recesses, a ?exible blade provided at its 
ends with lugs ?tting within said recesses for 
positioning the blade with respect to the holder, 
the lugs at each end being arranged in pairs pro 
jecting in the same direction and the pairs at 

‘ the respective ends projecting from opposite sides 
of the blade, each pair of projections serving to 
prevent the blade from lying ?at and also consti 
tuting ?ngers grips for facilitating handling, all 
of said projections being formed as outstruck 
lugs and those at one side of the blade diverging 
and those at the other side converging when 
the blade is ?exed. 

10. In combination with a holder formed of 
movably connected parts formed at their ends 
with recesses, a ?exible blade provided at its ends 
with lugs ?tting within said recesses and con 
stituting the sole means for positioning the blade 
with respect to the holder, the lugs at each end 
being arranged in pairs projecting in the same 
direction and the pairs at the respective ends 
projecting from opposite sides of the blade, each 
pair of projections serving to prevent the blade 
from lying ?at and also constituting ?nger grips 
for facilitating handling, all of said projections 
being formed as outstruck lugs located at oppo 
site sides of the longitudinal medial line of the 
blade, and one pair spreading outwardly for grip 
ping the sides of the recess when the blade is 
?exed. 

11. In combination with a holder formed of 
movably connected parts formed at their ends 
with outwardly ?aring recesses, a blade provided 
at its ends with pairs of lugs ?tting within said 
recesses with their edges abutting opposite walls 
thereof for positioning the blade with respect 
to the holder, the lugs at each end projecting in 
the same direction and the pairs at the respec 
tive ends projecting from opposite sides of the 
blade, each pair of projections serving to prevent 

.< the blade from lying ?at and also constituting 
?nger grips for facilitating handling, all of said 
projections being formed as outstruck lugs located 
at opposite sides of the longitudinal medial line 
of the blade, said lugs being of triangular shape 
with their wider ends outermost.v I 

12. In combination, a razor structure compris 
ing a holder embodying movably connected parts 
and a ?exible initially and normally ?at blade 
interposed between said parts to be ?exed there 
by when in shaving position, the parts of the 
holder being formed at the ends with recesses 

1,947,639 
and the blade having pairs of spaced projections 
at'its ends ?tting within said recesses to effect 
positioning with respect to the holder and to pre 
vent displacement of the blade in any direction, 
the material of the blade being cut away inwardly 
from the ends at the sides of the projections to 
counteract the stiffening effect thereof. 

13. A ?exible razor blade provided at its ends 
with pairs of laterally de?ected lugs, the lugs 
at the respective ends extending in opposite di 
rections, the pair at the convex side of the 
blade when the blade is ?exed spreading apart 
and being adapted to grip against recess walls 
in a holder. 

14. A razor blade provided at its ends with 

80 
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90 
laterally extending lugs, the lugs being arranged , 
in pairs and those at the respective ends project 
ing from opposite sides of the blade, there being 
openings between the lugs extending clear to the 
ends. 

15. A razor blade provided at its ends with 
laterally extending lugs, the lugs being arranged 
in pairs and those at the respective ends pro 
jecting from opposite sides of the blade, the lugs 
being struck out from the material of the blade 
and being of triangular shape with their wider 
ends outermost and adapted to have their edges 
abut against the bottom of recesses in a holder 
and to have their outer sides frictionally engage 
the side walls of such recesses. 

16. A thin?exible razor blade adapted to be 
?exed between razor parts when in shaving 
position, said blade being formed with a pair 
of outstanding spaced lugs, the distance between 
the ends of said lugs, or the angle lying between 
them, tending to change as the curvature of the 
blade changes during ?exing of the blade be 
tween razor parts, said lugs being adapted to 
cooperate with the razor parts for effecting rela 
tive positioning of the blade with respect to the 
razor parts. » 

17. A razor blade of the thin ?exible double 
edged type provided between its center and each 
end with a pair of outstruck lugs, the lugs of 
each pair being located at opposite sides of the 
longitudinal center line of the blade, one pair of 
lugs projecting beyond one side only of the blade 
and the other pair projecting only beyond the 
opposite side, said lugs being adapted to cooper 
ate‘ with razor parts for effecting positioning of 
the blade with respect thereto, also serving as 
?nger grips and additionally constituting means 
for preventing contact of the cutting edges of. the 
blade with a surface upon which it may be laid. 
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